Improve the Circuit Evaluation Efficiency
of Wireless LAN Chipset Design with the
ENA Series Network Analyzer
Application Note
• For WLAN Chipset Design the ENA is more than just a
network analyzer.
• Efficient balanced device measurement without balun transfomers
• Efficient design improvement using built-in simulator: circuit
embedding/de-embedding
• Ready to use on-wafer measurement solution with
Cascade Microtech Probe System

Introduction

Problems of conventional method for balanced device evaluation

A network analyzer is a necessary tool for
wireless LAN (WLAN) chipset design,
since there are so many components and
circuits to be measured in the design
process. A network analyzer is used not
only to evaluate RF chips themselves
but also to evaluate the RF circuits and
components for evaluation boards.

The conventional method of balanced device measurement using a network analyzer
requires baluns (balanced-unbalanced transformers) and matching circuits. Figure 2
shows a typical balanced SAW filter measurement setup. They are necessary challenges:
baluns limit measurement frequency range and designing actual matching circuits
consumes valuable development time. Moreover, both of those external circuits
introduce additional errors.

The ENA series network analyzer is more
than just a network analyzer in that the
ENA provides very efficient balanced
measurement. Balanced measurement is
important in WLAN chipset design since
the designers need to evaluate many kinds
of balanced (differential) devices such as a
low noise amplifier, a SAW filter, and
transmission lines. Moreover, combining
with the Cascade Microtech probe system,
the ENA allows you to make accurate and
efficient on-wafer balanced measurements
as well as normal S-parameter measurements. (For details, see Additional
Literature listed on next page, item 2.)
Other ENA functions useful for WLAN
chipset design include matching circuit
embedding/de-embedding and Touchstone
data support for circuit simulation.

ENA balanced measurement solution
The ENA has a fixture simulator that can perform the balance-unbalance conversion and
virtual arbitrary impedance matching by calculation. Therefore, you can get rid of baluns
and actual matching circuits, which enables more efficient and accurate evaluation of
balanced devices. As shown in Figure 2, a balanced measurement setup with the ENA is
as simple as a normal S-parameter measurement.
A balanced amplifier measurement example is shown in Figure 3. The figure also shows two
other features of the analyzer useful for WLAN chipset design, such as the powerful display capability and the built-in VBA automation. The ENA can display up to 16 traces per
measurement channel, which significantly eases the evaluation of complicated devices
like a balanced amplifier. The built-in VBA allows you to implement a special measurement function as if it were a standard analyzer function with simple programming. In this
example, K-factor (stability factor) is displayed along with S-parameters.

Built-in Simulator enables accurate device evaluation by removing
unwanted fixture effects
RF device evaluation often requires a fixture in order to connect the coaxial ports of the
network analyzer to a device. For accurate device evaluation, unwanted fixture effects
need to be removed.
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Figure 2. ENA Series test setup

Figure 3. Balanced amplifier measurement example

Circuit De-embedding

The de-embedding function of the ENA’s fixture simulator removes the unwanted fixture
effects, according to the fixture characteristics given in 2x2 S-parameter Touchstone (.s2p)
files, as shown in Figure 4. There are at least two ways for fixture characterization. One way is
to use a circuit simulator like ADS. Another way is to characterize a fixture by actually measuring it with the ENA and the Cascade Microtech probe system. (For details, see item 4 of
Additional Literature, listed below.)

Built-in fixture simulator facilitates design improvement

Figure 4. Fixture effect removal with circuit
de-embedding
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For circuit design improvement, a very useful feature of the ENA’s built-in fixture simulator is
that you can easily embed simple matching circuits to the measured circuit, which is particularly
useful when designing evaluation boards. Figure 5 lists the matching circuits available for
embedding. For example, you can see how the circuit would respond when a 1-pF shunt
capacitor is added to the circuit; and the display is updated real-time when you change
the matching circuits. In many cases, simple circuit simulation of this kind is enough for small
design improvement, although more complicated simulation is required sometimes. The ENA
supports the Touchstone format for data transfer to an external circuit simulator, such as ADS.

Analyzer

Additional Literature
Additional product and literature information can be found on the Agilent ENA Series Web site:
http://www.agilent.com/find/ena
For more information, please refer to the following literature:
1. Agilent ENA Series Network Analyzer, Product Overview
Literature number 5988-3765EN
2. Introduction to the Fixture Simulator Function of the ENA Series
Literature number 5988-4923EN
3. On-wafer Multiport Calibration using the ENA Series with the Cascade Microtech Probe,
Literature number 5988-5886EN

Figure 5. Matching circuits available for embedding

Agilent Technologies’ Test and Measurement Support,
Services, and Assistance
Agilent Technologies aims to maximize the value you
receive, while minimizing your risk and problems. We
strive to ensure that you get the test and measurement
capabilities you paid for and obtain the support you
need. Our extensive support resources and services
can help you choose the right Agilent products for
your applications and apply them successfully. Every
instrument and system we sell has a global warranty.
Support is available for at least five years beyond the
production life of the product. Two concepts underlie
Agilent’s overall support policy: “Our Promise” and
“Your Advantage.”
Our Promise
Our Promise means your Agilent test and measurement
equipment will meet its advertised performance and
functionality. When you are choosing new equipment,
we will help you with product information, including
realistic performance specifications and practical
recommendations from experienced test engineers.
When you use Agilent equipment, we can verify that
it works properly, help with product operation, and
provide basic measurement assistance for the use of
specified capabilities, at no extra cost upon request.
Many self-help tools are available.
Your Advantage
Your Advantage means that Agilent offers a wide range of
additional expert test and measurement services, which
you can purchase according to your unique technical and
business needs. Solve problems efficiently and gain a
competitive edge by contracting with us for calibration,
extra-cost upgrades, out-of-warranty repairs, and onsite education and training, as well as design, system
integration, project management, and other professional
engineering services. Experienced Agilent engineers
and technicians worldwide can help you maximize
your productivity, optimize the return on investment
of your Agilent instruments and systems, and obtain
dependable measurement accuracy for the life of
those products.

4. In-fixture Characterization using the ENA Series with the Cascade Microtech Probe,
Literature number 5988-6522EN)
5. Evolution of Test Automation Using the Built-in VBA with the ENA Series
Literature number 5988-4923EN)
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